BEST PRACTICES FOR CROSS-BORDER COMMERCE

The Right Strategy for
Every Market.
Adopt these best practices to design a tailored strategy
for each of your cross-border markets.
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Build a blueprint for
cross-border growth.
Expanding into new countries is
one of the classic ways to grow any
business. It’s proven to work, and
the world’s biggest businesses are
global. But adding new countries to
your business mix can feel risky. You
may not have in-house expertise in
those markets. You may not know
right away exactly how your potential
new customer likes to shop and pay.
You may be worried about taxes and
compliance as well as changing
local rules.

But cross-border commerce often
seems harder and riskier than it
actually is. Consumers everywhere are
always looking for novel products, and
they’re already shopping online. Plus,
cross-border transactions are no more
likely to be fraudulent than domestic
transactions. If you research your
new markets carefully, tailor a specific
strategy for each market, and choose
the right technologies, your business
can grow faster than you ever
thought possible.

This eBook provides best
practices for creating the
right strategy for every
market and describes how
technology can help you
execute those strategies
while controlling risks
and costs.
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WHAT TO THINK ABOUT WHEN YOU’RE GOING CROSS-BORDER.
The most important thing to remember is every country is different. As you research each
new market, you’ll want to consider:
• How your customers want to see product
information—What kinds of media do they
consume? Do they like to see other people
interacting with your product? What units of
measure, currency, and size are standard?
• How your customers want to pay—What are
the most popular methods of online payment?
Do people in this country pay with credit cards or
alternative payment methods?
• How your customers want products shipped
and delivered—Do your customers care more
about speed or price? How would they prefer to
be notified of delays and other issues?

• How you can protect yourself from
transaction fraud…without harming
conversion rates—What does fraud look
like in this country? What is the least amount
of information you need to determine if a
transaction is safe? How can you make fraud
detection invisible to the customer?
• How you can comply with regional and local
tax regulations—How are local sales or valueadded taxes calculated? How can you make sure
you charge your customers the right amount?
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A blueprint for adding cross-border
markets to your commerce mix.
The three biggest obstacles to cross-border success are not doing enough research on your target market, trying
to enter too many markets too fast, and not automating as much as you can. You can avoid these problems by:
• Starting with data from your domestic commerce site—
If you’re unsure which markets to target first, a great place to
start is the data from your current web store. If you’re
mid-sized or larger regional player, chances are you’re already
making some international sales. If you’re already getting
substantial traffic from one country, it may be a good choice
for your first localized site.
• Talking to the experts—Once you’ve identified some highpriority markets and done as much research as you can on
your own, it’s time to fill in the gaps. Experts in country-specific
marketing, payments, taxes, and other disciplines can validate
your plans and add helpful insights.

• Onboarding one country at a time—Rather than taking
a “big bang” approach, onboarding one country-specific
store at a time can help you keep control of your brand.
You can evaluate localized messages and marketing,
determining if they are working and if customers are enjoying
their experience.
• Choosing a commerce platform with strong
cross-border capabilities—Before you get started with
cross-border sales, you should make sure that your commerce
platform can support local languages as well as localized
product information and payment and shipping options.

Rather than taking a “big bang” approach,
onboarding one country-specific store at a time
can help you keep control of your brand.
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Magento brings today’s best
cross-border technologies together.
Magento Commerce lets you run as many
cross-border stores as you want from a single
platform. It supports local languages and
payment methods. And it works seamlessly
with technologies built by our partners.
Product information management
Instead of multiple spreadsheets or small data marts,
you have one source of product data for all your
touchpoints. And this data can be customized for each
country you target.
Shipping and delivery management
Your shipping partner should be able to give you and
your customers real-time visibility into where packages
are, everywhere in the world. And they should give
your customers the option of receiving automatic
delivery status change notifications.

Intelligent fraud detection
With smarter fraud detection, you can avoid saying no
to legitimate transactions and improve the checkout
experience for all your customers.
Tax and compliance management
Tax collection and data tracking should be automated
so you’re always in compliance. And your software
solution should stay up to date with legislative changes.
Localized payments
By letting customers in each country pay the way they
want, you can dramatically increase conversions. And
you don’t need to add undue complexity. Starting by
adding several of the top payment methods in each
market is a great way to reap the early benefits of a
strong global payments strategy.
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How you win.
With Magento Commerce and the cross-border
technologies described in this eBook, you can:

Reduce time to market.
You can quickly add the
capabilities you need to
support each new market.

Grow revenues and margins.
A successful cross-border
commerce strategy can
dramatically grow your customer base,
revenues, and margins.

Give customers a localized
customer experience.
When customers can shop in
their own language, they’re more likely to
embrace your brand.

Improve efficiency and
control costs.
By automating multiple aspects
of cross-border commerce, you can
control the costs associated with adding
new markets.
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ABOUT MAGENTO
Magento, an Adobe company, is
a leading provider of commerce
innovation to merchants and brands
across B2C and B2B industries and was
named a leader in the 2018 Gartner
Magic Quadrant for Digital Commerce.
In addition to its flagship digital
commerce platform, Magento boasts a
strong portfolio of omnichannel solutions
that empower merchants to successfully
integrate digital and physical shopping
experiences. Magento is the #1 provider

to the Internet Retailer Top 1000, the B2B
300, and the Top 500 Guides for Europe
and Latin America. Magento is supported
by a vast global network of solution
and technology partners, a highly
active global developer community,
and the Magento Marketplace—
the largest eCommerce marketplace
for downloadable extensions.
More information can be found at
www.magento.com
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